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Abstract
Recently, we introduced class Adefined by an operator inequality, and also the
definition of class Ais similar to that of paranormality defined by anorm inequality.
As generalizations of class Aand paranormality, Fujii-Nakamoto introduced class
$\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ and $(p, r, q)$-paranormality respectively. These classes are related to p-
hyponormality and log-hyponormality.
In this report, we shall remove the assumption of invertibility from some results
on invertible class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ operators, and also we shall show that the families of
class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, \mu+r)+r$ and $(p, r, 9_{+r}^{r})$-paranormality are proper on $p$ . Moreover, we shall
obtain the relations between Furuta-type inequalities as ageneralization of the key
theorem in the proofs of our main results.
1Introduction
In this paper, acapital letter means abounded linear operator on acomplex Hilbert
space $H$ . An operator $T$ is said to be positive (denoted by $T\geq 0$) if $(Tx, x)\geq 0$ for all
$x\in H$ , and also an operator $T$ is said to be strictly positive (denoted by $T>0$) if $T$ is
positive and invertible.
As extensions of hyponormal operators, i.e., $T^{*}T\geq TT^{*}$ , it is well known that
$p$-hyponormal operators for $p>0$ are defined by $(T^{*}T)^{p}\geq(TT^{*})^{p}$ and invertible log-
hyponormal operators are defined by $\log$ $T^{*}T\geq\log TT^{*}$ for an invertible operator $T$ , and
also an operator $T$ is said to be pquasihyponormal for $p>0$ if $T^{*}\{(T^{*}T)^{p}-(TT^{*})^{p}\}T\geq$
$0$ . We remark that we treat only invertible $\log$-hyponormal operators in this paper (see
also [26] $)$ . It is easily obtained that every $p$-hyponormal operator is $q$ hyponormal for
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$p>q>0$ by L\"owner-Heinz theorem $” A$ $\geq B\geq 0$ ensures $A^{\alpha}\geq B^{\alpha}$ for any $\alpha$. $\in[0,1]$ , ”
and every invertible phyponormal operator for $p>0$ is logthyponormal since $\log t$ is an
operator monotone function. We remark that $\log$-hyponormality is sometimes regarded
as 0-hyponormality since $\frac{X^{p}-I}{p}arrow\log X$ as $parrow+\mathrm{O}$ for $X>0$ . An operator $T$ is
paranormal if $||T^{2}x||\geq||Tx||^{2}$ for every unit vector $x\in H$ . Ando [2] showed that every
-hyponormal operator for $p>0$ and (invertible) $\log$-hyponormal operator is paranormal.
Recently, in [15], we introduced class Adefined by $|T^{2}|\geq|T|^{2}$ where $|T|=(T^{*}T)^{\frac{1}{2}}$ ,
and we showed that every invertible $\log$-hyponormal operator belongs to class Aand
every class Aoperator is paranormal. We remark that class Ais defined by an operator
inequality and paranormality is defined by anorm inequality, and their definitions appear
to be similar forms. And also Fujii-Jung-S.H.Lee-M.Y.Lee-Nakamoto [9] introduced class
$\mathrm{A}(p, r)$ and Yamazaki-Yanagida [28] introduced absolute-(p, $r$)-paranomality as follows:
An operator $T$ belongs to class $\mathrm{A}(p, r)$ for $p>0$ and $r>0$ if $(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r})^{\frac{r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}\geq|T^{*}|^{2r}$,
and also an operator $T$ is absolute-(p, $r$)-paranormal if $|||T|^{p}|T^{*}|^{r}x||^{r}\geq|||T^{*}|^{r}x||^{\mathrm{p}+r}$ for
every unit vector $x\in H$ . We remark that class $\mathrm{A}(1,1)$ equals class Aand also absolute-
$(1, 1)$-paranormality equals paranormality. These classes are generalizations of class $\mathrm{A}(k)$
and absolute-fc-paranormality introduced as two families of classes based on class Aand
paranormality in [15], and also absolute-(p, $r$)-paranormality is ageneralization of p-
paranormality in [7]. We should remark that the families of class $\mathrm{A}(p, r)$ determined by
operator inequalities and absolute-(p, $r$)-paranormality determined by norm inequalities
constitute two increasing lines on $p>0$ and $r>0$ whose origin is (invertible) log-
hyponormality.
Moreover as acontinuation of the discussion in [9], Fujii-Nakamoto [10] introduced
the following classes of operators.
Definition ([10]). For each $p>0$ , $r\geq 0$ and $q>0$ ,
(i) An operator $T$ belongs to class $F(p, r, q)$ if
$(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r})^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq|T^{*}|^{\frac{2(p+r)}{q}}$ (1.1)
(ii) An operator $T$ is $(p, r, q)$ paranormal if
$|||T|^{p}U|T|^{r}x||^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq|||T|^{\frac{\mathrm{p}+r}{q}}x||$ (1.2)
for every unit vector $x\in H$ , where $T=U|T|$ is the polar decomposition of T. In
particular, if $r>0$ and $q\geq 1$ , then (1.2) is equivalent to
$|||T|^{p}|T^{*}|^{r}x||^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq|||T^{*}|^{\mapsto+r}qx||$ (1.3)
for ever$ry$ unit vector $x\in H([18])$ .
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We remark that class $\mathrm{F}(p, r,\frac{p+r}{r})$ equals class $\mathrm{A}(p, r)$ and also $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{r})$ -paranormality
equals absolute-(p, $r$ )-paranormality. In [18], we obtained the parallel result to that of
class $\mathrm{A}(p, r)$ and absolute-(p, $r$ )-paranormality that invertible class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ and $(p, r, q)-$
paranormality constitute two increasing lines on $p\geq\delta>0$ and $r\geq r_{0}>0$ whose origin
is $\delta$-quasihyponormality. And also we showed the result on powers of invertible class
$\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ operators. Thus many reseachers have been discussed parallel families of classes
of operators which are generalizations of class Aand paranormality.
In this report, we shall remove the assumption of invertibility from some results on
invertible class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ operators in [18], and also we shall show that the families of
class $\mathrm{F}(p, r,\frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ and $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$-paranormality are proper on $p$ . Moreover, we shall obtain
the relations between Furuta-type inequalities as ageneralization of the result shown in
[19] which is the key theorem in the proofs of our main results.
2Preliminaries
Fujii-Nakamoto [10] observed that class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ derives ffom the following Theorem
$2.\mathrm{A}$ shown in [11] and $(p, r, q)$-paranormality corresponds to class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ .
We remark that alternative proofs of Theorem $2.\mathrm{A}$ were given in [5] and [21] and also
an elementary one page proof in [12]. Tanahashi [23] showed that the domain drawn for
$p$ , $q$ and $r$ in the Figure 1is the best possible one for Theorem $2.\mathrm{A}$ .
Theorem $2.\mathrm{A}$ (Furuta inequality [11]).




hold for $p\geq 0$ and $q\geq 1$ with $(1+r)q\geq p+r$ .
Fujii-Nakamoto [10] and the author [18] obtained the results on inclusion relations
among the families of class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ and $(p, r, q)$ paranormality.
Theorem 2.B $([10])$ .
(i) For a fied $k>0$ , $T$ is $k$ -hyponormal if and only if $T$ belongs to class F$( \mathrm{p}, 2kr, q)$
for all $p>0$ , $r\geq 0$ and $q\geq 1$ with $(1+2r)q\geq 2(p+r)$ , $i.e.$ , $T$ belongs to class
$F(p, r, q)$ for all $p>0$ , $r\geq 0$ and $q\geq 1$ with $(k+r)q\geq p+r$ .
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(ii) If T belongs to class $F(p_{0)}r_{0}, q_{0})$ for $p_{0}>0,$ $r_{0}\geq 0$ and $q_{0}\geq 1$ , then T. belongs to
class $F(p_{0}, r_{0},$q) for any q $\geq q_{0}$ .
(iii) If $T$ is $(p_{0}, r_{0}, q_{0})$ -paranormal for $p\mathrm{o}>0$ , $r\circ\geq 0$ and $q_{0}>0$ , then $T$ is $(p_{0}, r_{0}, q)-$
paranormal for any $q\geq q_{0}$ .
(iv) If $T$ belongs to class $F(p, r, q)$ for $p>0$ , $r\geq 0$ and $q\geq 1$ , then $T$ is $(p, r, q)-$
paranormal.
Theorem 2.C $([18])$ .
(i) For each p $>0$ and r $>0$ ,
(i-1) $T$ is $p$-quasihyponormal if and only if $T$ belongs to class $F(p, r, 1)$ if and only
if $T$ is $(p, r, 1)$ -paranormal.
(i-2) $T$ is $p$ -quasihyponormal if and only if $T$ is $(p, 0,1)$ -paranormal.
(ii) Let $T$ be a class $F(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p_{0}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ operator for $p_{0}>0$ , $r_{0}\geq 0$ and $\delta>-r_{0}$ .
(ii-l) If $T$ is invertible and $0\leq\delta\leq p_{0}$ , then $T$ belongs to class $F(p,r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ for any
$p\geq p_{0}$ and $r\geq r_{0}$ .
(ii-2) $If-r_{0}<\delta\leq p_{0}$ , then $T$ belongs to class $F(p_{0}, r, L0 \frac{+r}{+r}\delta)$ for any $r\geq r_{0}$ .
(iii) Let $T$ be $a(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$-paranormal operator for $p_{0}>0$ , $r_{0}\geq 0$ and $\delta>-r_{0}$ .
(i-1) If $0\leq\delta\leq p_{0r}$ then $T$ is $(p, r, \frac{\mathrm{p}+r}{\delta+r})$ -paranormal for any $p\geq p_{0}$ and $r\geq r_{0}$ .
(iii-2) $If-r_{0}<\delta\leq p_{0}$ , then $T$ is $(p_{0}, r, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r}{\delta+r})$ -paranormal for any $r\geq r_{0}$ .
(iii-3) If $0\leq\delta$ , then $T$ is $(p, r_{0}, \frac{p+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ -paranormal for any $p\geq p_{0}$ .
We remark that only (ii-l) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{C}$ requres invertibility of $T$ , and also we
obtained in [19] that every class $\mathrm{A}(p_{0}, r_{0})$ operator for $p_{0}>0$ and $r_{0}>0$ belongs to class
$\mathrm{A}(p, r)$ for any $p\geq p_{0}$ and $r\geq r_{0}$ (without assumption of invertibility).
Figure 2on the following page represents the inclusion relations among the families
of class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ and $(p, r, q)$-paranormality.
On the other hand, we obtained the results on powers of -hyponormal, class $\mathrm{A}(p, r)$
and invertible class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ operators
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Theorem 2.D.
(i) Let $T$ be a $p$-hyponormal operator for $0<p\leq 1$ . Then $T^{n}$ $is\not\simeq n$ -hyponormal for all
positive integer $n([1])$ .
(ii) Let $T$ be a class $A(p, r)$ operator for $0<p\leq 1$ and $0<r\leq 1$ . Then $T^{n}$ belongs to
class $A( \frac{p}{n}$ , : $)$ for all positive integer $n([19])$ .
(iii) Let $T$ be an invertible class $F(p, r, q)$ operator for $0<p\leq 1,0\leq r\leq 1$ and $q\geq 1$
utith $rq\leq p+r$ . Then $T^{n}$ belongs to class $F(_{n}^{E}$ , ;, $q)$ for all positive integer $n([18])$ .
We remark that (iii) interpolates (i) and (ii) if $T$ is invertible in Theorem $2.\mathrm{D}$ . In fact,
(iii) yields (i) by putting $q=1$ and $r=0$, and also (iii) yields (ii) by putting $q= \frac{p+r}{r}$ .
Moreover we have another result on powers of class Aoperators by combining [29,
Theorem 1] and [19, Theorem 3].
Theorem 2.1. If $T$ is a class $A$ operator, then
$|T|^{2}\leq|T^{2}|\leq\cdots\leq|T^{n}|^{\frac{2}{n}}$ and $|T^{*}|^{2}\geq|T^{2^{\mathrm{r}}}|\geq\cdots\geq|T^{n^{\mathrm{r}}}|^{\frac{2}{n}}$
hold for all positive integer $n$ .
We remark that (ii) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{D}$ and Theorem 2.1 in case of invertible operators
were shown in [27] and [17], respectively
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3Main results
In this section, we shall show the results which remove the assumption of invertibility
ffom (ii-l) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{C}$ and (iii) of Theore $\mathrm{m}$ $2.\mathrm{D}$ .
Theorem 3.1. Let $T$ be a class $F(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ operator for $p_{0}>0$ , $r_{0}\geq 0$ and $0\leq\delta\leq$
$p_{0}$ . Then $T$ belongs to class $F(p,r, L^{+} \frac{r}{r}\delta+)$ for any $p\geq p_{0}$ and $r\geq r_{0}$ .
with $rq\leq p+r$ . Then $T^{n}$ belongs to class $F(_{n}^{E}$ , :, $q)$ for all positive integer $n$ .
We need the following two results in order to prove Theorem 3.1.
Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ ([19, Theorem 1]). Let $A$ and $B$ be positive operators. Then for each
$p\geq 0$ ancl $r\geq 0$ ,
(i) If $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{p+r}}\geq B^{r}$ , then $A^{p}\geq(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{\mathrm{g}B}2)\overline{p}+\overline{r}$ .
(ii) If $A^{p}\geq(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{\mathrm{g}L}2)\overline{p}+\overline{r}$ and $N(A)\subseteq N(B)$ , then $(B^{\frac{\mathrm{r}}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{p+r}}\geq B^{r}$ .
Theorem $3.\mathrm{B}([29])$ . If $A^{\alpha_{0}}\geq(A\#\alpha B^{\beta_{0}}A^{\underline{\alpha}_{2}}\Delta)^{\frac{\alpha}{\alpha_{0}}\mapsto}+\beta_{0}$ $h\mathit{0}lds$ for positive operators $A$ and
$B$ and fixed $\alpha_{0}>0$ and $\beta_{0}>0$ , then
$A^{\alpha}\geq(A^{\frac{a}{2}}B^{h}A^{\frac{\alpha}{2}})^{\frac{\alpha}{\alpha+\beta_{0}}}$
holds for any $\alpha\geq\alpha_{0}$ . Moreover, for each fixed $\gamma\geq-\beta_{0}$ ,
$g_{h,\delta}(\alpha)=(B^{\underline{\beta}}2A^{\alpha}B^{\beta})^{\frac{\delta+\beta_{0}}{\alpha+\beta_{0}}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}_{2}$
is an increasing function for $\alpha\geq\max\{\alpha_{0},\delta\}$ . Hence $(B^{\underline{\beta}}2A^{\alpha_{2}}B^{\beta})^{\alpha_{2}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}_{2}^{\alpha+\beta}+\neq_{0}\geq B^{-}2A^{\alpha_{1}}B2\rho_{\mathrm{A}}\underline{\rho}_{\mathfrak{g}}$
holds for any $\alpha_{1}$ and a2 such that $\alpha_{2}\geq\alpha_{1}\geq\alpha_{0}$ .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In case $r_{0}=0$ , it is already shown in (i) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{B}$ since
class $\mathrm{F}(p_{0},0,\frac{p\mathrm{o}}{\delta})$ for $0<\delta\leq p_{0}$ equals $\delta$-hyponormality. So we may assume $r_{0}>0$ .
Suppose that $T$ belongs to class $\mathrm{F}(p_{0}, r_{0},\frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ for $p_{0}>0$ , $r_{0}>0$ and $0\leq\delta\leq p_{0}$ , i.e.,
$(|T^{*}|^{r_{0}}|T|^{2p0}|T^{*}|^{r_{0}})^{\frac{\delta+r}{p_{0}+}\mathrm{L}}r_{0}\geq|T^{*}|^{2(\delta+r_{0})}$ . (3.1)
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Applying L\"owner-Heinz theorem to (3.1), we have
$(|T^{*}|^{r_{0}}|T|^{2p0}|T^{*}|^{r_{0}})^{\frac{r_{0}}{\mathrm{p}_{0}+r_{0}}}\geq|T^{*}|^{2r_{0}}$ ,
and also we have
$|T|^{2p0}\geq(|T|^{p0}|T^{*}|^{2r_{0}}|T|^{p0})^{\frac{\mathrm{p}0}{p_{0}+r_{0}}}$ (3.2)
by (i) of Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ . By applying Theorem $3.\mathrm{B}$ to (3.2), we obtain that
$gr_{0},\delta(p)=(|T^{*}|^{r0}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r_{0}})^{\frac{\delta+}{p+}\Delta}rr_{0}$
(3.3)
is an increasing function for $p \geq\max\{p_{0}, \delta\}=p_{0}$ .
Therefore we have
$(|T^{*}|^{r_{0}}|T|^{2^{+r}}p|T^{*}|^{r_{0}})^{\frac{\delta}{p}\Lambda}+r_{0=g_{r_{0}},\delta(p)}$
$\geq g_{r_{0},\delta}(p_{0})$ by (3.3)
$=(|T^{*}|^{r_{0}}|T|^{2_{\mathrm{P}0}}|T^{*}|^{r_{0}})^{\frac{\delta}{p}}\vec{\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}+\mathrm{r}$
$\geq|T^{*}|^{2(\delta+r_{0})}$ by (3.1)
for any $p\geq p_{0}$ , i.e., $T$ belongs to class $\mathrm{F}(p, r_{0},\frac{r_{0}}{r_{0}}\delta \mathrm{L}+)+$ for any $p\geq p_{0}$ . Hence $T$ belongs to
class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, E\frac{+r}{+r}\delta)$ for any $p\geq p_{0}$ and $r\geq r_{0}$ by (ii-2) of Theorem 2.C. $\square$
To prove Theorem 3.2, we prepare the following result which is aslight modification
of [29, Lemma 5].
Lemma 3.3. Let $A,$ $B$ and $C$ be positive operators, $p>0$ , $0<r\leq 1$ and $q\geq 1$ with
$rq\leq p+r\leq(1+r)q$ . If $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq B^{L+\underline{r}}q$ and $B\geq C$ , then $(C^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}C^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq C^{p_{\frac{+r}{q}}}$
Proof. The hypothesis $B\geq C$ ensures $B^{r}\geq C^{r}$ for $r\in(0,1]$ by L\"owner-Heinz theorem.
By Douglas’ theorem [4], there exists an operator $X$ such that
$B^{\frac{r}{2}}X=X^{*}B^{\frac{r}{2}}=C^{\frac{r}{2}}$ (3.4)
and $||X||\leq 1$ . Then we have
$(C^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}C^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{1}{q}}=(X^{*}B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}}X)^{\frac{1}{q}}$
$\geq X^{*}(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{1}{q}}X$ by Hansen’s inequality [16]
$\geq X^{*}B^{\mathrm{E}_{\frac{+r}{q}}}X$ by the hypothesis
$=C^{\frac{r}{2}}B^{\mathrm{E}_{\frac{+r}{q}-r}}C^{\frac{r}{2}}$
$\geq C^{\frac{p+r}{q}}$
by (3.4) since $\frac{p+r}{q}-r\in[0,1]$
by L\"owner-Heinz theorem.
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Hence the proof is complete. $\square$
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let $T$ be aclass $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ operator for $0<p\leq 1,0\leq r\leq 1$ and
$q\geq 1$ with $rq\leq p+r$ , i.e.,
$(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r})^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq|T^{*}|^{\frac{2(p+r)}{q}}$ (1.1)
Class $\mathrm{F}(p,r, q)$ operator $T$ for $0<p\leq 1,0\leq r\leq 1$ and $q\geq 1$ with $rq\leq p+r$ belongs




hold for all positive integer $n$ by Theorem 2.1. By applying Lemma 3.3 to (1.1) and
(3.6), we have
$(|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{r}{n}}|T|^{2p}|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{r}{n}})^{\frac{1}{g}}\geq|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{2}{n}\frac{\mathrm{p}+r}{q}}$ (3.7)
for $0<p\leq 1,0\leq r\leq 1$ and $q\geq 1$ with $rq\leq pf$ $r$ since $p+r\leq(1+r)q$ always holds.
Hence we obtain
$(|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{r}{n}}|T^{n}|n\underline{2}_{R}|T^{n^{\mathrm{r}}}|^{\frac{r}{n}})^{\frac{1}{q}}\geq(|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{r}{n}}|T|^{2p}|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{r}{n}})^{\frac{1}{q}}$ by (3.5) and L\"owner-Heinz theorem
$\geq|T^{n^{*}}|^{\frac{2}{q}(_{n}^{E}+\frac{r}{n})}$ by (3.7)
for all positive integer $n$ , that is, $T^{n}$ belongs to class $\mathrm{F}(_{n}^{2}$ , :, $q)$ for all positive integer $n$ .
$\square$
4Properness of class $\mathrm{F}(p, r,\frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ and
(p,$r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$-paranormality
In this section, we shall show the results on inclusion relation among the families of
$\mathrm{p}$-quasihyponormality, class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, q)$ and $(p, r, q)$-paranormality.
Theorem 4.1. For each $p_{0}>0$ , tftere exists a $p_{0}$ -quasihyponormal operator $T$ such that
$T$ is not $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ -paranormal for any $p>0$ , $r>0$ and $\delta>-r$ such that $\delta$ $\leq p<p_{0}$ .
Theorem 4.2. For $eac/i$ $p_{0}>0$ , $r_{0}>0and-r_{0}<\delta\leq p_{0}$ ,
(i) There exists a $p_{0}$ -quasihyponormal operatorT such that $T$ is not p-quasihyponormal
for any $p>0$ such that $0<p<p_{0}$ .
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(ii) There exists a class $F(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ operator $T$ such that $T$ does not belong to class
$F(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ for any $p>0$ and $r>0$ such $that-r<\delta\leq p<p_{0}$ .
(iii) There exists $a(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ -paranormal operator $T$ such that $T$ is not $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})-$
paranormal for any $p>0$ and $r>0$ such $that-r<\delta\leq p<p0$ .
In Theorem 4.2, (i) has been obtained in [24], and also (ii) and (iii) asserts that
the families of class $\mathrm{F}(p, r,\frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ and $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$-paranormality are proper on $p$ . Moreover
we remark that these properness on $p$ has no connection with $r$ , and also we have the
following corollary by putting $r=r_{0}$ in Theorem 4.2.
Corollary 4.3. For each $p_{0}>0$ , $r_{0}>0and-r_{0}<\delta\leq Po$ ,
(i) There exists a class $F(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ operator $T$ such that $T$ does not belong to class
$\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{p}, r_{0},\frac{p+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ for any $p>0$ such that $\delta$ $\leq p<p_{0}$ .
(ii) There exists $a(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r0})$ -paranormal operator $T$ such that $T$ is not $(p, r_{0}, \frac{+r_{0}}{+r0}R)\delta-$
paranormal for any $p>0$ such that $\delta$ $\leq p<p0$ .
Here we shall show two propositions as apreparation of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We remark that these propositions are similar arguments to [2], [15], [20] and so on.
Firstly we shall give acharacterization of $(p, r, q)$-paranormal operators.
Proposition 4.4. For each $p>0$ , $r>\mathrm{O}and-r<\delta\leq p$ , an operator $T$ is $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})-$
paranormal if and only if
$(\delta+r)|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}-(p+r)\lambda^{p-\delta}|T^{*}|^{2(\delta+r)}+(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r}\geq 0$ for all $\lambda>0$ .
Proof Suppose that $T$ is $(p, r, e \frac{+r}{+r}\delta)$ -paranormal for $p>0$ , $r>0\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}-r<\delta\leq p$ , $\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{e}.$ ,
$|||T|^{p}|T^{*}|^{r}x||^{\frac{\delta+r}{p+r}}\geq|||T^{*}|^{\delta+r}x||$ for every unit vector $x\in H$ . (1.3)
(1.3) holds iff
$|||T|^{p}|T^{*}|^{r}x||^{\frac{\delta+r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}||x||^{L_{\frac{\delta}{r}}^{-}}\mathrm{p}+\geq|||T^{*}|^{\delta+r}x||$ for all $x\in H$
iff
$(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x, x)^{\frac{\delta+r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}(x, x)^{L_{\frac{\delta}{r}}^{-}}p+\geq(|T^{*}|^{2(\delta+r)}x, x)$ for all $x\in H$ . (4.1)
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By arithmetic-geometric mean inequality,
$(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x, x)^{\frac{\delta+r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}(x, x)^{\frac{p-\delta}{p+r}}$
$= \{(\frac{1}{\lambda})^{p-\delta}(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x, x)\}^{\frac{\delta+r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}\cdot\{\lambda^{\delta+r}(x, x)\}^{L_{\frac{\delta}{r}}^{-}}p+$ (4.2)
$\leq\frac{\delta+r}{p+r}\frac{1}{\lambda^{p-\delta}}(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x, x)+\frac{p-\delta}{p+r}\lambda^{\delta+r}(x, x)$
for all $x\in H$ and all $\lambda>0$ , so (4.1) ensures the following (4.3) by (4.2).
$\frac{\delta+r}{p+r}\frac{1}{\lambda^{p-\delta}}(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x, x)+\frac{p-\delta}{p+r}\lambda^{\delta+r}(x, x)\geq(|T^{*}|^{2(\delta+r)}x, x)$
(4.3)
for all $x\in H$ and all $\lambda>0$ .
Conversely, (4.1) follows from (4.3) by putting $\lambda=\{\frac{(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x,x)}{(x,x)}\}^{\frac{1}{p+r}}$ . (In case
$(|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}x, x)=0$ , let $\lambdaarrow+0.$ ) Hence (4.3) holds if and only if
$(\delta+r)|T^{*}|^{r}|T|^{2p}|T^{*}|^{r}-(p+r)\lambda^{p-\delta}|T^{*}|^{2(\delta+r)}+(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r}\geq 0$ for all $\lambda>0$ ,
so that the proof is complete. $\square$
Secondly we shall give the following Proposition 4.5. But we omit to describe these
calculation because it is obtained by easy calculation.
Proposition 4.5. Let $K=\oplus H_{n}n=-\infty\infty$ where $H_{n}\cong H$ . For given positive operators $A$ , $B$









where $\square$ shows the place of the $(0, 0)$ matrix element
(i) For each $p>0$ , $T_{A,B}$ is $p$-quasihyponormal if and only if
$B^{\frac{1}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{1}{2}}\geq B^{p+1}$ .
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(ii) For each $p>0$ , $r\geq 0$ and $\delta\geq-r$ , $T_{A,B}$ belongs to class $F(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ if and only if
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{\delta+r}{p+r}}\geq B^{\delta+r}$ .
(iii) For each $p>0$ , $r>\mathrm{O}and-r<\delta\leq p$ , $T_{A,B}$ is $(p, r, \frac{+r}{+r}\delta \mathrm{B})$ -paranormal if and only if
$(\delta+r)B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}}-(p+r)\lambda^{p-\delta}B^{\delta+r}+(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r}I\geq 0$ for all $\lambda>0$ .
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let
$A=U\Lambda U^{*}$ and $B=(\begin{array}{ll}1 00 0\end{array})$
(4.5)
where $U= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$ $(\begin{array}{l}\mathrm{l}11-1\end{array})$ and $\mathrm{A}=(\begin{array}{lll}(2- e^{-\mathrm{P}0})^{\frac{1}{p0}} 0 0 e^{-2}\end{array})$ ,
and also let $K=\oplus_{n=-\infty}^{\infty}H_{n}$ where $H_{n}\cong \mathbb{R}^{2}$ . For positive matrices $A$ , $B$ on $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ given in
(4.5), define the operator $T_{A,B}$ on $K$ as (4.4) in Proposition 4.5. By (i) of Proposition
4.5, TAyB is $\mathrm{p}$-quasihyponormal for $p>0$ if and only if
$B^{\frac{1}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{1}{2}}-B^{p+1}=$ ( $z00+e^{-2p}\}-1$ $0$)$0\geq 0$
if and only if
$f(p) \equiv\frac{1}{2}\{(2-e^{-p0})^{\mathrm{p}}+e^{-2p}\}-1\geq 0\mathrm{z}_{0}$ .
On the other hand, let $X_{p}(\lambda)$ as
$X_{p}(\lambda)\equiv(\delta+r)B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}}-(p+r)\lambda^{p-\delta}B^{\delta+r}+(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r}I$
$=(^{\frac{1}{2}(\delta+r)\{(2-e^{-p0})^{L}}\mathrm{P}0$ $+e^{-2p}\}-(p+r)\lambda^{p-\delta}+(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r}0$ $(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r)}0$ .
By (iii) of Proposition 4.5, $T_{A,B}$ is $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$-paranormal for $p>0$ , $r>\mathrm{O}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}-r<\delta\leq p$
if and only if $X_{p}(\lambda)\geq 0$ for all $\lambda>0$ if and only if
$g_{p}( \lambda)\equiv\frac{1}{2}(\delta+r)\{(2-e^{-p0})^{f_{-}}\mathrm{p}_{0}+e^{-2p}\}-(p+r)\lambda^{p-\delta}+(p-\delta)\lambda^{p+r}\geq 0$ for all $\lambda>0(4.6)$




so that (4.6) holds if and only if $f(p)\geq 0$ .
$f(p)$ is aconvex function for $p>0$ since
$f’(p)= \frac{1}{2}[(2-e^{-p0})^{\frac{p}{p_{0}}}\{\log(2-e^{-p0})^{\frac{1}{\mathrm{p}0}}\}^{2}+4e^{-2p}]>0$ for all $p>0$ ,
and also $f(p)=0$ if $p=0,p_{0}$ . So we have $f(p_{0})=0$ but $f(p)<0$ for $0<p<p_{0}$ .
Therefore $g_{p}(1)<0$ , that is $X_{p}(1)\not\geq 0$ for any $p>0$ , $r>0$ and $\delta>-r$ such that
$\delta\leq p<p_{0}$ .
Hence $T_{A,B}$ is $p_{0}$-quasihyponormal but non-(p, $r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r}$ )-paranormal for any $p>0$ , $r>.\mathrm{O}$
and $\delta>-r$ such that ( $\leq p<\mathrm{P}\mathrm{o}$ , so the proof is complete. $\square$
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let $p_{0}>0$ , $r\circ>0\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}-r_{0}<\delta\leq Po$ .
Proof of (i). By (i-1) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{C}$ , $T$ is $p$-quasihyponormal if and only if $T$ is $(p, r, 1)-$
paranormal for some $p>0$ and $r>0$ . Therefore there exists a $p_{0}$-quasihyponormal
operator $T$ such that $T$ is not $\mathrm{p}$-quasihyponormal for any $0<p<p_{0}$ by putting $\delta=p$
in Theorem 4.1.
Proof of (ii). By (i-1) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{C}$ and (ii) of Theorem 2. $\mathrm{B}$ , every $p_{0}$-quasihyponormal
operator belongs to class $\mathrm{F}(p_{0}, r_{0},\frac{p_{0}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ . And also, by (iv) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{B}$ , $T$ does not
belong to class $\mathrm{F}(p, r,\frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$ if $T$ is not $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$-paranormal for each $p>0$ , $r>0$ and
$-r<\delta\leq p$ . Therefore there exists aclass $\mathrm{F}(p_{0}, r_{0},\frac{p_{0}+r_{0}}{\delta+r_{0}})$ operator $T$ such that $T$ does
not belong to class $\mathrm{F}(p, r, \mathrm{r}+\frac{r}{r}\delta+)$ for any $p>0$ and $r>0$ such that $-r<\delta\leq p<p_{0}$ by
Theorem 4.1.
Proof of (iii). By (i-1) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{C}$ and (iii) of Theorem $2.\mathrm{B}$ , every $p_{0}$-quasihyponormal
operator is $(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{\mathrm{P}\mathrm{o}+r0}{\delta+r_{0}})$-paranormal. Therefore there exists a $(p_{0}, r_{0}, \frac{p\mathrm{o}+r_{0}}{\delta+r0})$ -paranormal
operator $T$ such that $T$ is not $(p, r, \frac{p+r}{\delta+r})$-paranormal for any $p>0$ and $r>0$ such that
$-r<\delta\leq p<p_{0}$ by Theorem 4.1. $\square$
Remark 1. In [15], we introduced two families of classes of operators based on class
Aand paranormality as follows: An operator $T$ belongs to class $\mathrm{A}(k)$ for $k>0$ if
$(T^{*}|T|^{2k}T)^{\frac{1}{\mathrm{k}+1}}\geq|T|^{2}$ , and also an operator $T$ is absolute-fc-paranormal for $k>0$ if
$|||T|^{k}Tx||\geq||Tx||^{k+1}$ for every unit vector $x\in H$ . In [7], Pujii-IzuminO-Nakamoto
introduced pparanormality for $p>0$ defined by $|||T|^{p}U|T|^{p}x||\geq|||T|^{p}x||^{2}$ for every unit
vector $x\in H$ , where $T=U|T|$ is the polar decomposition of $T$ . It was pointed out in
[27] that class $\mathrm{A}(k)$ equals class $\mathrm{A}(k, 1)$ , and also it was shown in [28] that absolute-k-
paranormality equals absolute-(k, 1)-paranormality and pparanormality equals absolute-
$(p, p)$-paranormality. We ramark that pparanormality corresponds to class $\mathrm{A}(p,p)$ . We
shall also get the results on inclusion relation among the families of these classes
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Corollary 4.6.
(i) For each $k_{0}>0$ , there exists a class $A(k_{0})$ operator $T$ such that $T$ does not belong
to class $A(k)$ for any $0<k<k_{0}$ .
(ii) For each $k_{0}>0_{f}$ there exists an $absolute- k_{0}$ -paranormal operator $T$ such that $T$ is
not absolute-k-paranormal for any $0<k<k_{0}$ .
(iii) For each $p_{0}>0$ , there exists a class $A(p_{0},p_{0})$ operator $T$ such that $T$ is not class
$A(p,p)$ for any $0<p<p_{0}$ .
(iv) For each $p_{0}>0$ , there exists a $p_{0}$ -paranormal operator $T$ such that $T$ is not p-
paranormal for any $0<p<p_{0}$ .
Proof of Corollary 4.6.
Proofs of (i) and (ii). By putting $p_{0}=k_{0}$ , $r_{0}=1$ , $\delta=0$ and $p=k$ in Corollary 4.3, we
have (i) and (ii) since class $\mathrm{A}(k)$ equals class $\mathrm{F}(k, 1, k+1)$ and absolute-fc-paranormality
equals $(k, 1, k+1)$-paranormality.
Proofs of (iii) and (iv). By putting $p_{0}=r_{0}$ , $\delta=0$ and $p=r$ in (ii) and (iii) of Theorem
4.2, we have (iii) and (iv) since class $\mathrm{A}(p,p)$ equals class $\mathrm{F}(p,p, 2)$ and
$p- \mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}\square$
equals $(p,p, 2)$-paran0rmality.
Remark 2. For each $p>0$ , we can obtain an example of non-class $\mathrm{A}(p,p)$ and p-
paranormal operators by using essentially the same example as [15, (2) of Example 8] as
follows: Let $p>0$ and
$A=(_{0}^{2}$ $2\sqrt{23}0$)
$\frac{2}{p}$
and $B=(\begin{array}{ll}3 -2-2 3\end{array})$
$\frac{2}{p}$
Then
$(B^{E}2A^{p}B^{E}2)^{\frac{1}{2}}-B^{p}=(\begin{array}{llll}0.17472 \cdots -3.1798 \cdots-3.1798 11.770 \end{array})$ .
Eigenvalues of $(B^{E}2A^{p}B^{E}2)^{\frac{1}{2}}-B^{p}$ are 12.585. . . and-0.64001.. ., so that $(B^{E}2A^{p}B^{\epsilon}2)^{\frac{1}{2}}\not\geq$
$B^{p}$ . So $T_{A,B}$ is anon-class $\mathrm{A}(p,p)$ operator by (ii) of Proposition 4.5.
On the other hand, for $\lambda>0$ , define $X(\lambda)$ as follows:
$X(\lambda)\equiv B^{\mathrm{z}E}2A^{p}B2-2\lambda B^{p}+\lambda^{2}I=(\begin{array}{ll}404-26\lambda+\lambda^{2} -576+24\lambda-576+24\lambda 844-26\lambda+\lambda^{2}\end{array})$ .
Put $p(\lambda)=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}X(\lambda)$ and $q(\lambda)=\det X(\lambda)$ , where $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}X$ denotes the $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ of amatrix $X$











So $q’(\lambda)=0$ iff A $=2$ , that is, $q(\lambda)\geq q(2)=4592>0$ for all $\lambda>0$ . Hence $X(\lambda)\geq 0$
for all $\lambda>0$ since $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}X(\lambda)=p(\lambda)>0$ and $\det X(\lambda)=q(\lambda)>0$ for all $\lambda>0$ . Therefore
$T_{A,B}$ is apparanormal operator since $T_{A,B}$ is pparanormal if and only if
$pB^{E}2$ $A^{p}B^{\frac{\mathrm{p}}{2}}-2p\mu^{p}B^{p}+p\mu^{2p}I\geq 0$ for all $\mu>0$
if and only if
$B^{\epsilon\epsilon}2A^{p}B2-2\lambda B^{p}+\lambda^{2}I\geq 0$ for all $\lambda>0$ .
by (iii) of Proposition 4.5.
5Relations between Furuta-type inequalities
In this section, we shall show ageneralization of Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ which plays an impor-
tant role in the proofs of the results in Section 3. Here we recall Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ .
Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ ([19, Theorem 1]). Let $A$ and $B$ be positive operators. Then for each
$p\geq 0$ and $r\geq 0$ ,
(i) If $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{p+r}}\geq B^{r}$ , then $A^{p}\geq(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{\epsilon \mathrm{z}_{\overline{r}}}2)^{\overline{p}}+$ .
(ii) If $A^{p}\geq(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{\epsilon\epsilon_{\overline{f}}}2)\overline{p}+$ and $N(A)\subseteq N(B)$ , then $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{r}\mathrm{z})^{\frac{r}{\mathrm{p}+\mathrm{r}}}\geq B^{r}$ .
For positive invertible operators $A$ and $B$ , it was shown in [13] that
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}\geq B^{r}\Leftrightarrow A^{p}\geq(A2B^{r}A^{E}2)^{\frac{\mathrm{p}}{p+r}}\epsilon$ (5.1)
for fixed positive numbers $p\geq 0$ and $r\geq 0$ , and Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ is ageneral result for a
relation between two inequalities in (5.1). We remark that it was shown in [6] and [13]
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(see also $[3][8][25]$ ) as an application of Theorem F that for positive invertible operators
A and B,
$\log A\geq\log B\Leftrightarrow(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{\mathrm{p}+r}}\geq B^{r}$ for all $p\geq 0$ and $r\geq 0$ , (5.2)
$\Leftrightarrow A^{p}\geq(A^{\frac{\mathrm{p}}{2}}B^{r}A^{\frac{p}{2}})^{\frac{\mathrm{p}}{p+r}}$ for all $p\geq 0$ and $r\geq 0$ .
As an extension of (5.2) and an immediate corollary of results on operator-valued
functions in [6] and [13], we have that for positive invertible operators $A$ and $B$ ,
$\log A\geq\log B\Leftrightarrow(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\mathrm{L}}\mathrm{p}++\frac{r}{r}\geq B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\gamma}B^{\frac{r}{2}}$ for all $p\geq\gamma\geq 0$ and $r\geq 0$ , (5.3)
$\Leftrightarrow A^{E}2B^{\delta}A^{E}2\geq(A^{\epsilon e\dagger A}2B^{r}A2)^{\frac{\delta}{p}}+r$ for all $p\geq 0$ and $r\geq\delta\geq 0$ .
We remark that inequalities of type of (5.3) were initiated in [21].
Here we shall show ageneralization of Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ on inequalities in (5.3).
Theorem 5.1. Let $A$ and $B$ be positive operators. Then the follow $ing$ assertions hold,
where $S^{0}$ means the projection onto $N(S)^{[perp]}for$ a positive operator $S$ :
(i) For each $r\geq\delta\geq 0$ and $p\geq 0$ ,
(i-1) $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r-\delta}{p+r}}\geq B^{r-\delta}$ ensures $A^{E}2B^{\delta}A^{E}2\geq(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{E}2)^{\frac{\delta}{p}}++z_{f}$ ,
(i-2) $A^{e}2B^{\delta}A^{E}2\geq(A^{\epsilon}2B^{r}A^{\frac{P}{2}})^{\frac{\delta+}{\mathrm{p}+}E}r$ a$nd$ $N(AB^{\frac{\delta}{2}})=N(B)$ ensure
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r-\delta}{p+r}}\geq B^{r-\delta}$ .
(ii) For each $p\geq\gamma\geq 0$ and $r\geq 0$ ,
$A^{p-\gamma}\geq(A^{\mathrm{E}}2B^{r}A^{E}2)^{2_{-}^{-}\Delta}p+r$ is equivalent to $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{\gamma+r}{p+r}}\geq B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\gamma}B^{\frac{r}{2}}$.
We remark that two inequalities in (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1 are mutually equivalent
in case $A$ and $B$ are both invertible [22].
We use the following lemma in order to give aproof of Theorem 5.1. Throughout
this section, $P_{JA}$ denotes the projection onto aclosed subspace $\mathcal{M}$ , and also $S^{0}=P_{N(S)}[perp]$
for apositive operator $S$ .
Lemma 5.2. Let $A$ and $B$ be positive operators. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) $\lim_{\epsilonarrow+0}A^{\frac{1}{2}}(A+\epsilon I)^{-1}A^{\frac{1}{2}}=\lim_{\epsilonarrow+0}(A+\epsilon I)^{-1}A=P_{N(A)^{[perp]}}$ .
(ii) $\lim_{\epsilonarrow+0}A^{\frac{1}{2}}B^{\frac{1}{2}}\{(B^{1}\mathrm{z}AB^{1}\mathrm{z})’+\epsilon I\}^{-1}B^{\frac{1}{2}}A^{\frac{1}{2}}=(A^{\frac{1}{2}}BA^{\frac{1}{2}})^{1-\alpha}$ for $\alpha\in(0,1]$ .
$Pa\hslash icularly$, in case $\alpha=1$ ,
$\lim_{\epsilonarrow+0}A^{\frac{1}{2}}B^{\frac{1}{2}}(B^{\frac{1}{2}}AB^{\frac{1}{2}}+\epsilon I)^{-1}B^{\frac{1}{2}}A^{\frac{1}{2}}=P11N(B2A\mathrm{z})^{[perp]}$ .
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For positive invertible operators A and B, equivalence between two inequalities in (i)
or (ii) of Theorem 5.1 can be easily proved by applying the following Lemma 5.A.
Lemma $5.\mathrm{A}([14])$ . Let $A$ be a positive invertible operator and $B$ be an invertible
operator. Then
$(BAB^{*})^{\lambda}=BA^{\frac{1}{2}}(A^{\frac{1}{2}}B^{*}BA^{\frac{1}{2}})^{\lambda-1}A^{\frac{1}{2}}B^{*}$
holds for any real number $\lambda$ .
We remark that for non-invertible operators $A$ and $B$ , Lemma $5.\mathrm{A}$ is valid in case $\lambda\geq 1$
but cannot be applied in case $\lambda\in[0,1)$ . For positive invertible operators $A$ and $B$ ,
Lemma $5.\mathrm{A}$ can be rewritten as
$A^{\frac{1}{2}}B^{\frac{1}{2}}(B^{\frac{1}{2}}AB^{\frac{1}{2}})^{-\alpha}B^{\frac{1}{2}}A^{\frac{1}{2}}=(A^{\frac{1}{2}}BA^{\frac{1}{2}})^{1-\alpha}$
for any real number $\alpha$ , so that we can regard (ii) of Lemma 5.2 as anon-invertible version
of Lemma $5.\mathrm{A}$ for $\alpha\in(0,1]$ .
Proof of Lemma 5.2. (i) is well known and aproof was given in [19], for example.





We remark that in case $\alpha=1$ particularly,
$U|A^{\frac{1}{2}}B^{\frac{1}{2}}|^{0}U^{*}=UP_{N(|A^{11}}U^{*}=UU^{*}UU^{*}=UU^{*}=P112B2|)^{[perp]}N(B2A2)^{[perp]}=(A^{\frac{1}{2}}BA^{\frac{1}{2}})^{0}$.
Hence the proof is complete. $\square$
Proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof of (i). Let $r>\delta\geq 0$ since the case $r=\delta$ is obvious. If $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r-\delta}{p+r}}\geq B^{r-\delta}$ ,
then
$A^{e}2B^{\frac{\delta}{2}}B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}(B^{\mathrm{r}-\delta}+\epsilon I)^{-1}B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}B^{\frac{\delta}{2}}A^{E}2\geq A^{E}2B^{\frac{r}{2}}\{(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r-\delta}{\mathrm{p}+r}}+\epsilon I\}^{-1}B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{E}2$
for $\epsilon>0$ , so that
$A^{\epsilon\epsilon}2B^{\delta}A2=A^{\epsilon\epsilon}2B^{\frac{\delta}{2}}P_{N(B)}[perp] B^{\frac{\delta}{2}}A2\geq(A^{\mathrm{E}}2B^{r}A^{E}2)^{\frac{\delta+}{\mathrm{p}+}E}r$
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by tending $\epsilonarrow+0$ and Lemma 5.2, hence we obtain (i-1). On the other hand, if
$A^{\epsilon}2B^{\delta}A^{\frac{\mathrm{p}}{2}}\geq(A^{\mathrm{g}}2B^{r}A^{\frac{p}{2}})^{\frac{\delta+}{p+}l}r$ , then
$B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{E}2\{(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{E}2)^{\frac{\delta+p}{p+r}}+\epsilon I\}^{-1}A^{\frac{\mathrm{p}}{2}}B^{\frac{r}{2}}\geq B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}B^{\frac{\delta}{2}}A^{E}2(A^{R}2B^{\delta}A^{\frac{p}{2}}+\epsilon I)^{-1}A^{E}2B^{\frac{\delta}{2}}B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}$
for $\epsilon>0$ , so that
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r-\delta}{p+r}}\geq B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}P_{N(A}B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}5_{B2)^{[perp]}}^{\delta}$ by tending $\epsilonarrow+0$ and (ii) of Lemma 5.2
$=B^{\frac{r-\delta}{2}}P_{N(B)}[perp] B^{\frac{\mathrm{r}-\delta}{2}}$ by $N(AB^{\frac{\delta}{2}})=N(B)$
$=B^{r-\delta}$ ,
hence we obtain (i-2).
Proof of (ii). Let $p>\gamma\geq 0$ since the case $p=\gamma$ is obvious. If $A^{p-\gamma}\geq(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{e\mapsto-}2)^{\mathrm{p}+r}$ ,
then
$B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\epsilon\epsilon \mathrm{z}\mapsto-}2\{(A2B^{r}A2)\mathrm{p}+r+\epsilon I\}^{-1}A^{E}2B^{\frac{r}{2}}\geq B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\frac{\gamma}{2}}A^{\frac{\mathrm{p}-\gamma}{2}}(A^{p-\gamma}+\epsilon I)^{-1}A2A^{\frac{\gamma}{2}}B^{\frac{r}{2}}\mapsto-$
for $\epsilon>0$ , so that
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{\gamma+r}{p+r}}\geq B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\alpha \mathrm{z}}2P_{N(A)}[perp] A2B^{\frac{r}{2}}=B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\gamma}B^{\frac{r}{2}}$
by tending $\epsilonarrow+0$ and Lemma 5.2, hence we obtain $(\Rightarrow)$ . On the other hand, if
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{\gamma+r}{p+r}}\geq B^{r}\overline{2}A^{\gamma}B^{\frac{r}{2}}$ , then
$A^{E^{-\underline{\gamma}}}\overline{2}A^{f}2B^{\frac{r}{2}}(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{\gamma}B^{\frac{r}{2}}+\epsilon I)^{-1}B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{2L^{-}\Delta}2A2\geq A^{E}2B^{\frac{r}{2}}\{(B^{\frac{f}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{\gamma+r}{p+r}}+\epsilon I\}^{-1}B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{E}2$
for $\epsilon>0$ , so that
$A^{p-\gamma}\geq A^{\mathrm{L}}2P_{N(B^{r}A}\mathrm{a}_{)^{[perp]}}A2-\iota\mapsto-2\geq$ $(A^{E}2 B^{r}A^{E}2)^{L^{-}\Delta}\mathrm{p}+r$
by tending $\epsilonarrow+0$ and (ii) of Lemma 5.2, hence we obtain $(\Leftarrow)$ . El
Theorem $3.\mathrm{A}$ can be obtained as acorollary of Theorem 5.1 as follows.
Alternative proof of Theorem $\mathit{3}.A$ . Put $\delta=0$ in (i-1) of Theorem 5.1, then $(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{p+r}}\geq$
$B^{r}$ ensures
$A^{p}\geq A^{E}2P_{N(B)}[perp] A^{\mathrm{E}}2\geq$ $(A^{\mathrm{B}}2 B^{r}A^{E}2)^{R}\overline{\mathrm{p}}+\overline{r}$ ,
hence we obtain (i). On the other hand, put $\gamma=0$ in (ii) of Theorem 5.1, then $A^{p}\geq$
$(A^{E}2B^{r}A^{EB}2)\overline{p}+\overline{r}$ ensures
$(B^{\frac{r}{2}}A^{p}B^{\frac{r}{2}})^{\frac{r}{p+r}}\geq B^{\frac{r}{2}}P_{N(A)}[perp] B^{\frac{r}{2}}\geq B^{\frac{r}{2}}P_{N(B)}[perp] B^{\frac{r}{2}}=B^{r}$
since $N(A)\subseteq N(B)$ is equivalent to $P_{N(A)}[perp]\geq P_{N(B)}[perp]$ , hence we obtain (ii). $\square$
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